Storied Czech glass blowing industry
embraces reinvention
18 March 2016, by Karel Janicek
changed much since the Middle Ages, but others
are putting a greater focus on contemporary design
and high technology to give Czech crystal products
a more modern edge.
One such company is Lasvit, which was started in
2007 with four employees and now has a payroll of
330. Based in northern Czech Republic, in the
heartland of the glass making industry, its aim has
been to differentiate itself by cooperating with
famous designers and artists—Ross Lovegrove,
Nendo Studios in Japan, Michael Young, and
Daniel Libeskind.

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a view
of a glass blowing factory in Lindava, Czech Republic.
Glass making company Lasvit is a new startup
successful around the globe that develops the long
tradition of Czech glassmaking in combination with
contemporary technologies and design. (AP Photo/Petr
David Josek)

The Czech glass making industry, with a history
dating to the 12th century, is embracing new
technologies and marketing strategies to help it
rebound from the recent years' global economic
downturn.
The sector, which makes everything from luxury
glasses and sculptures to the Tour de France
trophy, suffered badly from the global crisis, losing
some 13,000 jobs between 2007 and 2010, to
about 18,500 last year.
But things are brightening again. Revenues have
recovered from a crisis-low of 32.01 billion koruna
($1.29 billion) in 2010 to 41.08 billion koruna in
2014, according to the industry association.
Some companies take pride in sticking with
traditional glass blowing techniques that have not

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
worker shapes a piece of glass for installation designed
for Lasvit glass maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech
Republic. Lasvit is a new startup successful around the
globe that develops the long tradition of Czech glass
making in combination with contemporary technologies
and design. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek)

"Those artists helped us set a certain trend and put
us on the map," Vice President Ales Styblo said in
a recent interview. Revenues of about 1 billion
koruna ($40 million) last year are forecast to almost
double to $70 million by 2018.
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Beyond traditional glass blowing, the company
creates sculptures that can be controlled through a
smartphone app. Others have moving parts that
change the shape of the sculpture as people
approach.
Among its biggest creations, Lasvit delivered a 12
metric ton installation for the Etihad Towers in Abu
Dhabi made of thousands handcrafted crystal and
hand-blown glass pieces. It also created a
sculpture for the Peninsula hotel in Paris, made of
800 hand-blown glass sycamore leaves.
"Lasvit has found a specific gap on the market as it
In this picture taken on Tuesday, March 8, 2016, an
combines glass with design and art," said Styblo.

installation designed for Lasvit glass maker by Maxim
Velcovsky is seen at an entrance to an office building in
Prague, Czech Republic. Lasvit is a new startup
successful around the globe that develops the long
tradition of Czech glassmaking in combination with
contemporary technologies and design. (AP Photo/Petr
David Josek)

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, workers
adjust pieced of installation designed for Lasvit glass
maker at a warehouse in Prysk, Czech Republic. Lasvit
founders' goal was to combine the traditional glass
blowing techniques that date to the 12th century in the
Czech lands known as Bohemia with the latest
In this picture taken on Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016,
technology and work of top contemporary designers, both people look at chandeliers designed for Lasvit glass
domestic and international. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek) maker at a showroom in Prague, Czech Republic. Lasvit
is a new startup successful around the globe that
develops the long tradition of Czech glassmaking in
combination with contemporary technologies and design.
(AP Photo/Petr David Josek)
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In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
worker blows a piece of glass for installation designed for
Lasvit glass maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech
Republic. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek)

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
worker blows a piece of glass for installation designed for
Lasvit glass maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech
Republic. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek)

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
workers shape pieces of glass for installation designed
for Lasvit glass maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech
Republic. Lasvit is a new startup successful around the
globe that develops the long tradition of Czech
glassmaking in combination with contemporary
technologies and design. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek)

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
worker looks into glassblowing furnace as he shapes a
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piece of glass for installation designed for Lasvit glass
maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech Republic. Lasvit is a
new startup successful around the globe that develops
the long tradition of Czech glassmaking in combination
with contemporary technologies and design. (AP
Photo/Petr David Josek)

In this picture taken on Thursday, Feb. 18, 2016, a
worker shapes a piece of glass for installation designed
for Lasvit glass maker at a factory in Lindava, Czech
Republic. Lasvit founders' goal was to combine the
traditional glass blowing techniques that date to the 12th
century in the Czech lands known as Bohemia with the
latest technology and work of top contemporary
designers, both domestic and international. (AP
Photo/Petr David Josek)
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